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This is a guide to the late-game spot in Monster Hunter World (MHW) Iceborne, Steering Ground. We'll discuss how to unlock areas and level the zones. Read on to find out more! The Governing Lands is a new place that you can unlock after completing the campaign at Monster Hunter World (MHW) Iceborne. After you defeat the final boss, you will be
asked to go after Ruiner Nergigante. It's just a set for you and your handler to discover a new island. The governing land sub-districts of the Wildspire Forest Region region of the Rotten Region volcanic region of tundra region Guiding land is an island that consists of various regions or regions. Each biome is very similar to the different areas that you have
explored before, they are mini versions of Ancient Forest, Widpire Waste, Coral HIghlands, Rotten Vale and Hoarfrost Reach. You have to explore each area by discovering tracks or collecting from bone spires and mountain nudes. Your level of research in each area will affect the materials you collect. Tier Color Material Tier 1 Yellow Tier 1/Tier 2 Materials
Tier 2 Orange Level 2/Tier 3 Materials Tier 3 Red Level 3/Tier 4 Materials Tier 4 Red Level 4 Tier 4 Materials are rare and can only appear in 2 different regions at the time. The best approach is to reach level 4 of the research level in two adjacent regions and to collect materials. It is also best to bring manure pods because higher levels of research can
increase the chances of hardened mosters appearing. Initially, the region's levels will be maximum at level 4. In order to increase them you achieve a lot of MR 49, 69 and 99. The MR sleep quest is now on fire MR49 Big Burly Bash MR69 Until the very end with you MR99 Region Levels to increase your chances of getting rare materials. Remember that by
increasing the level of research in one area, you lower another. The best way to increase the level of the zone is by capturing the target monster. By doing this, you can get about 25 points each time. Work with other hunters in the same zone to increase its level. Make sure you work in the same area to improve efficiency! Tracking the monster and hunting is
another way to get the raygon levels. Although, if it's not a target monster, it doesn't give you as many points as well as maybe take more time and effort. Make sure you cut off the monster part to get the study points! Aside from being able to continue to explore Monster Hunter World (MHW), The Steering Lands has new things to offer to hunters who have
completed the campaign! Doing research and hunting will help you increase your master rank. Make sure to go hunting and collect materials to level your hunter. Aligning regions will allow you to collect exclusive material for Land. This will give you materials to increase your Iceborne weapons and become stronger! Exploration is a big aspect of the
Governing Lands. Increasing the number of study points will allow you to better material. This will jump start your journey to lure out a new monster. There is a bar on the side that states that your analysis progress for Fanged Winged Wyvern. Using tips to increase the level of the region and collect signs of turf wars, you can go back to the handler back to the
camp and lure the zinogre into the biom of your choice! Returning to Top The Guiding Lands is the last place you can unlock at the moment in Monster Hunter World (MHW) Iceborne has various elements to explore and discover. Although, alignment is an important aspect of this. Read on for some tips and tricks! The Guide to the Land is a collection of
biomes in which you will be asked to collect ore deposits, bonepiles and collect materials in these regions. The Governing Lands is a new place that you can unlock after completing the campaign at Monster Hunter World (MHW) Iceborne. After you defeat the final boss, you will be asked to go after Ruiner Nergigante. It's just a set for you and your handler to
discover a new island. The governing land sub-districts of the Forest Region Wildspire region of the Rotten Region volcanic region of tundra region Guiding the land regions begin with 4 biome. Forest region, Wildspire region, Coral region and rotten region. Each level is linked to a level that will unlock new monsters and in higher levels, hardened monsters.
Region Level Monster Spawns Level 4 Tempered Monsters Will Start Spawning Level 5 Senior Dragons will start spawning Level 6 Hardened Monsters and older dragons will first spawn Level 7 Hardened Senior Dragons will start spawning as soon as you enter The Guide lands, you'll notice that there are several monster tracks. Make sure to pick them up
as you come across this passively as you explore the Guiding Lands. This is the easiest way to raise the level of the region. Once you find the monster in the Guiding Lands, you can break the part. This ensures that the current progress is aligned. To increase the level of the region by cutting off part of the monster, make sure that the monster you are hunting
is native to the region. Capturing and killing the monster will also increase the investigation, though, will take longer than just cut off parts of the monster. Monsters are usually in the same area and can start a turf war. Make sure to bring manure pods to make hunting easier. Keep in mind that regions in which the monster is not native will be below the level
when you kill a particular monster. Much like breaking parts, capturing and killing monsters is better when you do it in their home region to increase the level. The monster trap will also increase the level of the region. Initially, the region's levels will be maximum at level 4. In order to their you much reach MR 49, 69 and 99. MR Sleep quest now on fire MR49
Big Burly Bash MR69 To the very end with you MR99 Guide lands Last updated: 2020/8/19 22:36 Read this Monster Hunter World: Iceborne Iceborne - a list of places where you can find mountain outcrops and bone bones in the governing lands. Including item drops, materials you can collect, and more! The RegionLevelBones and
OresLocationCampLocation materials found in the list below have been confirmed according to the team's gameplay. The appearance of mountain nudes and bone spires are accidental for visiting the governing lands.Ancient forest regionArea 6 - Ancient forest regionRegress circle ... Mining OutcropBlue Circle... BonepileArea 7 - Ancient Forest Region.
Mining OutcropBlue Circle... BonepileMaterials Available - Forest RegionBonesMossy GreatboneWoodland GreatboneGuiding Forest DragonbonOresForest CrystalDecayed CrystalProsperous CrystalGuiding Forest Crystal Red Circle... Mining OutcropBlue Circle... BonepileMaterials Available - Wildspire RegionBonesWeathered CragboneWasteland
CragboneGuiding Wasteland DragonboneOresCracked CrystalWasteland CrystalSerene CrystalGuiding Wasteland CrystalCoral Highlands RegionRed Circle... Mining OutcropBlue Circle... BonepileMaterials Available - Coral RegionBonesVivid CrimsonboneCoral CrimsonboneVibrant CrimsonboneGuiding Coral DragonboneOresPale CrystalCoral
CrystalDeepsea CrystalGuiding Coral CrystalRotten Vale RegionRed Circle... Mining OutcropBlue Circle... BonepileMaterials Available - Rotten RegionBonesMalformed FrenzyboneEffluvial FrenzyboneAfflicted FrenzyboneGuiding Rotted DragonboneOresDistorted CrystalEffluvial CrystalTwilight CrystalGuiding Effluvial CrystalVolcanic RegionArea 14Red
Circle... Mining OutcropBlue Circle... BonepileArea 15Red Circle... Mining OutcropBlue Circle... BonepileMaterials Available - Volcanic RegionBonesDragonscorched WildboneVolcanic WildboneGuiding Volcanic DragonboneSimmering WildboneOresHfire CrystalGuiding Magma CrystalDragonvein Coal ChunkDragonvein ShardMelted Crystal Crystal Crystal
And Bones That Are Collected in The Mountain Outcrops It's Exactly zora Magdaros, and the zora Magdaros, which is the same. Both farm mountain nodes and Swai's bones in guiding LandsMining nodes and Swai bones appear randomlyMining knots and Swai's bones in the guiding lands have occasional appearances. Positions that appear, however, are
fixed. You will need to circle between the node positions to find and farm them. Recommended skills and items for FarmingSkills - ItemsgPriorityUseMaster Gatherer★★★Speeds before collection and prevents rollbacks. Dung Pods★★★Chase away attracting monstersGhillie mantle★★★Sophose you from enemy sight. Hunger Resistance★★ 'Extends the
time until your endurance cap decreases. Marathon Runner★★ Reduces the continuous depletion of enduranceEfluvial expert★★ 'Allows you to run through rotten Vale-like decline terrain. Resistance to paralysis★ Little monsters from annoying you. Make the best weapons and armor! Use the materials that you have gathered in the Guiding Lands to create
the best unloading! Check out the best endgame of weapons and armor from here! The Governing Land is a master rank location in Monster Hunter World Iceborne (MHW). This special area is a home endgame game and is only available for master rank hunters who are advanced Master Rank Appointments past the final boss. This is only available to
players who own an Iceborne extension. Patch 12.01 has added a region of tundra, similar to Hoarfrost Reach, and the stigma monster zinogre. Guiding land is a mysterious zone with biomes from all the other zones in the everstream, and all the monsters are ones as well. The Steering Land Explanation Guide is a complex ecosystem consisting of several
regions that affect each other. Go on expeditions to the Guidelands to learn more about the monsters and characteristics of each region. Only Master Rank is available in the governing lands. You'll get Master Rank points for any major monster you hunt in the Guiding Lands, even in expeditions. Big monsters will escape and be replaced by other big
monsters after a while, but if you fight them or they are in poor health, they will stay around longer. If you faint during an expedition to the Guiding Lands, you will get fewer rewards when hunting for a big monster; For this reason, always claim rewards by reporting your progress handler to camp as soon as you're done hunting! Guiding Lands' main goal is to
obtain high-level materials used to increase your equipment: Great Spiritvein Gems and their smaller versions. Raise the levels of the region, kill hardened monsters, and make your outfit the best that can be! The steering levels of the land region the more you study the big monsters in each region, the greater the level of the region will increase. New,
powerful species and hardened monsters may appear at higher levels of the region. The big monsters in The Guide Lands will drop rare items and give special materials if you cut or grab them, so make sure to take them to Smithy! One word of warning: as the level of one region rises and changes, the level for another region may decrease. The levels
initially cover at 4 and should be raised to 5, 6 and finally 7, getting Master Rank 49, 69 and 99. At these levels you will be given quests that will lift the lid on one. You have to make them and then continue to raise your master rank in order to reach 7. Steering land special tracks in the governing lands, exploring the signs of Turf Wars can sometimes lead to
the search for special tracks that contain fallen materials from other monsters. If you study these tracks, you Get analyzed special tracks that serve as pheromones to lure the monster into question. Tracks can also be found by carving Capturing big monsters. Until the tracks are fully analyzed, you can only tell what the species is, but you can analyze multiple
species at once. For more information on special tracks, take a look at your tab information in the launch menu and see Check Special Tracks. There are four ways to analyze special tracks. Kill or capture large monsters to explore the signs of turf wars to discover special traces of the same species. Destroy large parts of the monster in the governing lands.
You can pre-analyze once on the look of a monster by smashing one of their body parts. Naturally, breaking parts of the monster of the same species will be more effective. If the body part belongs to the monster you are actually analyzing, the analysis will be completed instantly. You can also get analyzed special tracks (baits) directly from The Temper
monsters - each tail cut one bait, each kill is one bait. Once the track has been analyzed, you can talk to the handler in the camp to lure out a copy of the monster being analyzed, but note: When the Dragon Elders enter the map, they force another monster to leave (maybe either 3 not senior, or 1 senior and 1 non-senior at any given time). If one enters the
map at the same time you lure the monster, it can be instantly removed and never appear. Luring monster from consumes one bait Luring will force the monster in its hardened version if your region level is high enough. (i.e. luring Ratian to the 5th level forest region will lead to hardened Ratian) Save your Elder Lures for Level 7 regions to get Big Spiritvein
gems! Agricultural baits are easy: kill tons of hardened monsters and cut their tails. Then you can fight any monster you want whenever you want. The governing lands of The Multiplayer Guide lands have been added to the quest board and map of the world. Guide the cursor to the Guiding Lands and go on an expedition. You can also go on expeditions
through the quest board, and click R2 or L2 to check out the information for each region and see what monsters are currently out there. During the expedition to the Guiding Lands, you can choose your own target when you send. This will help other players with the same goal to find you easier. You can also change the target by talking to the handler in the
camp during the expedition. If you want to join another player on their expeditions in the guiding lands, go to the quest board or talk to the handler. The menu of the quest boards is available with the Land of The Guiding Lands options. You can join by responding to THE SOS outbreaks or join the expedition in the same session. If you To other players in their
expeditions in the governing lands, the results will be reflected on the status of your own governing lands, so it pays off to help each other in multiplayer! When joining other players, the levels of the Region Guide lands will be adjusted with the progress of the leader. Collecting points in the in Lands in the governing lands, mountain outcrops and bone hoards
will also produce special materials that cannot be obtained elsewhere. Each region has 8 specific materials of the region: 4 unique resins and 4 unique bones per region. Mining outcrops can additionally give up fuel for Steamworks, while bonepiles have a chance of getting score points that give the player a good number of points of study. A common
misconception among many players is that the level of the human region affects the resources you can get when in fact the level of your region has nothing to do with the resources it gives. Instead, resources have their own alignment system, in which each resource has its own plank of progress for each region, with a total of 12 bars of progress. Each
progress bar can be filled with mining/collection resources that correspond to which resource/region is a plank of progress. As you collect materials and fill the bars progress, you'll see resources go through a total of three levels depending on how close to filling your bar progress. The levels are indicated by the color of the progress bar, as well as by the color
of the resource icon that pops up when you are within the distance of the resource node collection. Not only that, but resource nodes will change their appearance and grow in size depending on what level they are. Levels and their colors, as well as the relevant materials can be found below: Tier 1 (yellow) - Tier 1/Tier 2 Materials Tier 2 (orange) - Tier 3 Tier
3 Materials Tier 3 (red) - Tier 3/Tier 4 Tier 4 Materials Tier 4 (Red) - Tier 4 Materials Although Level 4 resource nodes have the same color as level 3 resource nodes, they are very different, and only appear in special circumstances that will be covered later. The collection of nodes spawns only in two areas in the region, and only in designated locations. It's 6
and 7 for Forest, 8 and 9 for Wildspire, 10-11 for the Coral Highlands, and 12-13 for Rotten Vale. They also respawn immediately after leaving the region, so it is very effective to farm two neighboring regions in alternating fashion. Recommended skills include Intimidator, Resistance Paralysis (for Vespoids), Master Gatherer, and Geologist Level 3. Use the
Ghillie mantle or killer mantle for quick and efficient collection, and bring Dung pods to banish the big monsters. Flinch free is useful, eat for Felyne Harvester, and choose a route. One great example of a route involves a link removed by a Reddit user/u/Conservation_OA. (Map removed) Items in each region are below: Please note that each site provides
content based on its level. There is also a small chance that resource nodes can give materials from a higher level. Resource Level 1 can provide Level 1 and Level 2 materials, Level 2 resource nodes can provide Level 2 and Level 3 materials, and Level 3 resource nodes can give Level 3 and Level Level 3 Materials. Typically, materials that are above
resource nodes are much less common, while materials that have the same level as resource nodes are much more common. The only exception to this rule is the Level 4 resource nodes, which always give one Level 4 material. Materials available at each level, and the overall probability of getting them can be found below: Blue and Common Orange - Rare
Although there is a small chance of getting Level 4 materials from regular resource nodes once you have reached stage 3 in your bar progress, this is an extremely low and therefore unreliable method for growing them. Instead, as mentioned earlier, Level 4 materials have a special mechanic in which players can generate special resource nodes called Giant
Mining Outcrops and Giant Bonepiles, which have a guaranteed chance to give a player exactly one level 4 material from the relevant region/resource. This is done by fully filling the progress bar for a particular region/resource. After filling the bar progress for the resource, players will see a message pop up on the screen that either says: Giant Mountain
Outcrops! Or Giant Bonepiles appeared! Depending on whether they fill the progress bar for mountain outcrops or Bonepiles respectively. Not only that, but if players move to their resource information tab in their map, they will see a small exclamation point next to the resource/region that the giant mountain outcrop / Giant Bonepile has spawned in. Another
interesting thing about giant mountain outcrooliers and giant bonepiles is the fact that they have assigned caviar points in each region to the Guiding Lands, making it extremely easy to find them once they spawn. A list of each spawn point for giant mountain outcrops and giant cost-ies can be found below: Waiting for completion In order to track your
resource levels for different regions/resources, players have access to the Region Information tab, which contains progress bars for both mining and bone spires for each region. Players can access the region information tab in one of two ways: While in the governing lands, open the map and look at the bottom left corner. There should be a large rectangular
box with the inscription Region of Information. At the bottom of the box, you'll see that you're looking at one of the two pages available. Switch to the second page and you'll be looking at your resource information tab. If you're not in the driving ground, you can still see your Resource Information tab by visiting the Map and switching to a map of the world.
Once there, hover over destination in the upper left corner. A small rectangular box similar to the one mentioned earlier will pop up, this time with 3 pages instead of 2. Go to third page and you should look at your resource information tab. Monster Materials in the governing lands, when you fight monsters in the governing lands, cut them out, break their parts,
or flinch shot at them, they often drop special materials unique to the governing lands. They take the form of two unique items on the look of monsters - one for the usual version, one for the hardened version (for example, Bario may fall Coldblooded Icefang, but a tempered Bariot will only drop the Tempered Icefangs). Note that because of the error, one
point geologist will double the number of drops - always equips the geologist in the governing lands. In addition to unique materials, monsters will also drop bones common to many species, and hardened monsters will drop spiritvein gems used to increase the rank of the master.  The bone system is explained below: Non-Tempered Monsters: Hardened
Monsters: You should aim to kill one of each monster (in its hardened form, if any), so that you can seniorly merge higher-level materials in a lower tier of materials as needed.  Materials by Forest Region Materials Wildspire Region Materials Coral Region Materials Rotten Region Materials Volcanic Region Materials Tundra Region Materials Monster
Frequency by Monster World Places - Areas Areas mhw guiding lands leveling guide reddit
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